
PASSED BY FIELD CENSOR

( Not for broadcast on radio or

on club tapes "before 4 pm*}

BRITISH ARMY GETS ON WITH

ITS JOB UNRUFFLED BY POLITICAL
EVENTS

TRANSPORT WORKING LIKE CLOCKWORK

BY. EYE-WITNESS SOMEWHERE-IN-FRANCE.

Unruffled by Political events in eastern Europe, the British

Army in France is pressing on ’with the job of improving its readiness
for action with every day that [asses.

The tommy shows his opinion of any Hitler-Stalin peace
proposals by the inscription which now seems to be chalked on every
other lorry: "Berlin or Bust",

Behind the curtain of secrecy, the work goes steadily forward*
The weather is still sunny with almost ess days but chilly

and evenings0

Mountains of freshly-arrived material appear on the quay-sides
and are spirited away again with almost magical rapidity.

When I visited the scene, newly-unloaded lorries were standing
spick and span :n neat rows, ready to continue their journey under

their own power*

At one side stood a brand-new bright-red British fire-engine.
On the other was an innumerable collection of shiny tin buckets,
piled one inside the other, many feet high*

A hugfe mountain of cases containing tinned "iron Rations”
hid a group ofarffllery material* All the countless requirements
of an army seemed to be represented.

Tin-hatted British sentries marched smartly up and down the

long quays, barring the approach of over-curious bystanders. The

normal french notice boards all up and down the buildings had been

crossed out in chalk and translated into English

Nothing remains very long piled on the quay, A minutely
organised system of transport sets it on the move for its final
destination within the shortest possible space of time.

To control this ceaslesss activity an organising headquarters
is working at full speed

The men too, are working; very hard, though their comfort is

not neglected

French women doing their morning shopping in the colourful

market-place have grown accustomed to the sight of a platoon of

British tommies, towels under ••heir arms, marching through their

midst on their way back from the public "baths

The men who unload the British equipment at the port treat

it with noticeable pride and affection, The French never tire of

watching it being moved away.
As I am writing this the frenchwomen in whose house I am

billetted is i out n-r -.,-5 .

v' 0 uilc ’ incl- ov watering a huge convoy move



past she turns to me and says "It is marvellous J when I see it I want
to shout * vive L 1 Angle terrelMf

Apart from this there is no news.except that everyone is

cheerful and everyone is working very hard.

We still cannot say where we are- and we do not know how

long we shall stay here. In the meantime, no news must be

taken as good news.
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